
YANTRAYANTRA



INTRODUCTION

$YANTRA Considered one of the oldest, purest, and 
strongest symbols. The Sri Yantra powers should help 
us to fulfill our desires and make our lives better. 

It is meant to bring us wealth, both in the spiritual and 
material realms. It should also bring peace, strength, 
and success to the user.

https://t.me/YANTRAPortal

https://twitter.com/YANTRA999 



WHAT IS $YANTRA?

$YANTRA is an instrument to support the masses on 
their crypto journey. The purpose of $YANTRA is to 
empower and fund the community with a wealth 
generating token. 

$YANTRA works like a machine removing tokens from 
the blockchain while providing additional liquidity to 
the pool for the remaining tokens.
 
$YANTRA TOKEN Pure Burn Tokenomics are designed to 
increase token value for the holders adding sustainable 
liquidity on autopilot during trading activity.

Liquidity locked for 999 YEARS
YANTRA DAO allows holders to vote on how the 
marketing funds are used in the public wallet.

0x43C2B1aDdE05Ec23b9BCBD4F10A7d5d9C111e6A1



YANTRA is a hyper-deflationary token that gains value 
with every buy and sell. Removing the tokens from the 
total supply, reducing the supply with every buy and 
sell transaction. 
There is a 6% burn tax on every buy and 3% burn tax on 
every sell intended to continually raise the floor price 
by burning and removing the from the total supply. 

YANTRA also has a 3% liquidity tax on every buy and 
6% liquidity tax on every sell intended to sustain the 
liquidity pool. YANTRA also has a 3% tax to a public 
marketing wallet for further development of the 
project. 

$YANTRA Antibot / Antisniper Contract States 
sniper bots that buy at launch will be irrevocably 
blacklisted.

O�icial Contract Address:

0xd55231b619Ec464347d7b6eB12Cc7AE19fBbf37D

https://www.dextools.io/app/ether/pair-explorer/0x8c00410cf034c1ee6�4�d13340dafbab657234

https://yantra999.com

https://linktr.ee/yantra999



STAKING REWARD 
INCENTIVE (SRI DAPP)

SRI Staking pla�orm o�ering users 43% APY for holders 
who stake their $YANTRA token. Holders can stake 
their tokens for as long as they want and earn $YANTRA. 
Unstaking burns 9% of the token to the dead wallet.



YANTRONOMICS

Total Suppy: 
333,333 Total Supply 

Max Wallet:
1% (3,333.33)

Sell Tax
6% Auto LP
3% True Burn
3% Marketing

Buy Tax
6% True Burn
3% Auto LP
3% Marketing

6% 3% 3%



YANTRA NFT COLLECTION

YANTRA o�ers a total of 5000 beautiful rare sacred 
geometry NFTs.



$YANTRA ROADMAP

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

V1 Website, Coingecko, 

CoinMarketCap, YouTube 

Marketing, Etherscan Socials, 

999 Year LP Lock

Public NFT Mint, DAO Release, 

Influencer Marketing, 

BuyBack Burns

Staking Pla�orm Release , 

Exchange Listings, Bigger 

Marketing, Dao Proposal, 

V2 Website



YANTRAYANTRA
G E T  I N  T O U C H

https://t.me/YANTRAPortal

https://twitter.com/YANTRA999 


